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Abstract
The Polar Urals fold belt covers much of the north-eastern part of the Timan Pechora Basin. Sedimentary section of the area consists mainly of
up to 12 km-thick Paleozoic carbonate-dominated deposits. It includes world-class source rocks such as the Domanik Shale. Structure of the
area is controlled by multi-level detachment faulting and disharmonious folding. The principal detachment is provided by the Upper
Ordovician evaporates. Inhomogeneous grain of the basement and variations in mechanical stratigraphy of the sedimentary section accounts
for significant lateral structural segmentation of the fold belt. The structuring is related to a series of compressional and transpressional events
occurred mainly from the Late Permian through the Late Triassic. It was followed by episodes of uplift in the Late Cretaceous and Late
Tertiary. Recent exploration efforts in the Polar Urals fold belt and adjacent areas delivered the largest new oil discoveries in Russia.
Significant part of these deposits is hosted in traps drilled and bypassed during the previous exploration campaign in the 1980s. The new
discoveries resulted from the integrated revision of the geological setting of the area and implementation of new 3D seismic data, using modern
depth imaging and drilling technologies, including sonic scanners and FMI. These allowed much better definition of traps and dramatically
improved drilling success rate. The integrated interpretation of G&G data shows the presence of a large remaining exploration potential. The
majority of traps are associated with thrust related folds and salt-cored 4-dip closures. Most important reservoirs include reefs, associated
drape zones, and probably talus aprons. High-resolution 3D seismic allows more accurate identification of karst zones and fracturing, which
may improve reservoir properties. Of prime interest are traps developed prior to the main phase of the hydrocarbon migration in the Late
Permian.
Regional Structural Setting
The Polar Urals (slide 2, slide 3, slide 4, and slide 5) constitute the northern segment of the Uralian suture separating the East European
platform and the West Siberian basin, superimposed on a collage of microcontinents and island arcs, amalgamated in the Late Paleozoic in
course of the Pangea assembly. New seismic data and a reconsideration of the Polar Ural geology have modified current understanding of the

regional structure. Slide 5 shows the previous view of the structural geometry based largely on low-fold seismic data, few wells, and surface
geology. This paper offers a revision of this older out-of-date picture.
An updated structural interpretation, based on integrated interpretation of G&G data, includes multi-level disharmonic detachment faulting with
more than 100km of shortening and large transpressional deformations. The main structural features of the Polar Urals foreland include (1) the
pre-Uralian folded zone (the Inta Lemva zone), (2) the Kosyu Rogov foredeep, and (3) the Chernyshev swell (slide 6).
Sedimentary section of the Polar Urals fold belt consists mainly of up to 12 km-thick Paleozoic deposits (slide 7). It includes the following
megasequences: Ordovician synrift, Silurian-Lower Permian post rift, Late Permian-Mesozoic syn- and post orogenic. The synrift
megasequence includes clastics overlain by evaporates and carbonates. The post reef section comprises the world-class source rocks such as
Frasnian (Domanik) and Silurian shales, as well as several reef intervals. Interpretation of new seismic data suggests the presence of incised
valleys and mass transport complexes in the Carboniferous and Permian section.
The shortening in the Polar Urals fold belt is accommodated in the inner pre-Uralian folded zone, the Inta Lemva zone, and the Chernyshev
swell (slide 8). In the inner part of the belt multiple foreland-verging blind thrust faults control the structural framework of the tectonic wedge
(slide 8 and slide 9). They form a multilevel disharmonic duplex thrust system with detachments interpretably provided by the Upper
Ordovician salt, Lower Carboniferous anhydrites, and the Lower Permian shales. Massive thrust sheets, made of the Lower Paleozoic
carbonates, are developed at the deeper structural level. They are overlain by stacked thin-skinned imbricates consisting of the Carboniferous
and Permian deposits.
The outer fold zone, the Chernyshov swell, represents a segmented system of antiformal structures with doubly plunging arrangements of
thrusts. In plan view they are broadly sigmoidal to rhomboidal in form. The Chernyshev swell is interpreted to be a hybrid structure produced
by interplay of the sinistral transpression at the restraining stepover between the foredeep basin and stable platform, and the termination of
detachment faulting at the pinch-out of Upper Ordovician salt (slide 10 and slide 11). Interpretation of the regional structural setting and
paleomagnetic data suggest that the transpression has resulted from large-scale sinistral displacement along the Uralian suture in the Late
Paleozoic (slide 12 and slide 13).
The Late Paleozoic Uralian folding produced much of the folding and shortening across the Polar Urals foreland, which formed multiple traps
(slide 14). Rapid synorogenic sedimentation, triggered by the tectonic loading, caused massive hydrocarbon generation. Eventually the rate of
oil and gas generation decreased as a result of the general uplift the post-salt cover on the Upper Ordovician evaporite detachment (slide 15 and
slide 16). After a tectonically lull period this was followed by the Pay-Khoy orogeny in the Late Triassic. It took place due to the structural
escape of the South Kara-Yamal plate from the collision zone of the Siberian craton and Taymyr (Sobornov, 2013). The new generation of
folding was oriented perpendicular to the Uralian structural grain. It caused uplift, destruction, and remigration of existing hydrocarbon
accumulations especially in the northern part of the Polar Urals foredeep (slide 17).

Petroleum Exploration
The first exploration campaign in the Polar Urals fold belt took place in the 1970-80s. It resulted in the discovery of several non-commercial
fields. The unsatisfactory outcome of this exploration campaign resulted mainly from poor trap definition by low-fold 2D seismic data. Recent
exploration efforts in the Polar Urals fold belt and adjacent areas have delivered large new oil discoveries, including the Nertseta Field (slide
18), the biggest new oil field in Russia in 2016. Some of these discoveries are hosted in traps drilled and bypassed during the previous
exploration campaign. The new discoveries were enabled by the integration of a revised geological setting with new exploration techniques.
The updated interpretation shows the presence of a large remaining exploration potential (slide 19 and slide 20). Opportunities in the inner part
of the fold belt are mainly related to multiple trapping conﬁgurations in the duplex zones and buried reefs. New significant discovery was
made recently in the subthrust zone of the Inta anticline which has the potential of a large field. Well tests and geochemical data suggest that
this area is mainly gas prone. Pay zones are provided by fractured carbonates with low matrix porosity. Further success in this play would
require modern 3D seismic data, structural models, modern depth imaging, and drilling technologies which could enable better reservoir
characterization and well completion.
High impact opportunities are also predicted in the transition zone between the Chernyshev swell and the Kosyu Rogov foredeep. The
principal play is provided by structural noses and 4 dip closures juxtaposed against backthrusts with salt in the base. This structural play was
tested in the northern part of the fold belt. Multiple oil shows were reported, but no commercial discoveries were made (Danilov, 2017). Our
interpretation shows that the wells were mispositioned. They targeted subthrust intervals lacking valid closures like the 2-Adak well in slide
21. The trap was destroyed by the Late Triassic tectonic overprint which caused leakage of hydrocarbons to the SW (slide 22). This structural
play is highly prospective in the southern part of the trend where it is not critically affected by the younger structural overprint (slide 23).
There the subthrust high is a regional focus of long-term oil migration. In this zone pre- or syn-migration traps could retain primary reservoir
properties due to early charge (Sobornov and Danilov, 2015). The structural leads include up to seven stacked pays in the Silurian-Permian
section. These include reefs at several levels in the D3-P1 section, grainstones of their drapes, resedimented and fractured carbonates, fluvial
and incised valley sands. In addition, 3D seismic data provide evidence for widespread occurrence of mesogenetic karstification (slide 24)
formed by late dissolution processes (Wright and Harris, 2013). This is interpreted to be related to fluid flow pathways and may considerably
enhance reservoir properties.
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Outlines
✔ General setting
✔ New structural model
✔ Exploration opportunities
✔ Summary

The Urals
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The Urals:
✔N-S trending continental suture developed through convergence
and collision of the Baltica and Altaid collage
✔Principal folding in the Late Paleozoic

Lateral structural segmentation of the Uralian foreland

Past structural interpretations
✔ Database: a loose grid of low-fold seismic data,
surface geology, few wells
✔ Sub commercial discoveries
✔ All fields are in 4-dip closures exposed at the surface

Updated structural model
Integrated interpretation of G&G data
New elements:
✔multi-level disharmonic detachment
faulting, more than 100km of shortening
✔sinistral transpression
✔overprint of the Uralian structures by the
Pay Khoy’s ones

Tectonostratigraphy

Frasnian reef

Incised valley, Late Permian

Domanik source rock

Upper
Ordovician
evaporates

Detachment faulting

Integrated interpretation based on vintage and new seismic
data, wells, potential fields, geological mapping

Structure of the inner zone

✔ MT constraints for
inner folded zone and
hinterland
✔ sedimentary cover of
the fold belt extends for
at least 20 km to the east
being thrust over by
massive allochtonous
sheets of the oceanic
affinity

Transpression
in front of the fold belt
✔ restraining bend
geometry,
rhomboidal
segmentation
✔doubly plunging
arrangements of
thrusts
✔ rapid changes in
dominant vergence

Transpression
Seismic sections across the Chernyshev swell

Reversal
thrusting
vergence

Modified after McClay &
Bonora, 2001

Transpression in the suture zone
Uralian suture

Polar Urals transect
A- MT line
B- Seismic line

The Uralian suture is
a high angle
transpressional fault

Transpression, regional context
Structural study

Paleomagnetic study

Structural and paleomagnetic evidence of
sinistral displacement along the Uralian suture

Major structural domains in magnetic field

Timing of folding
Two episodes of folding
✔Pre Triassic, Uralian folding
✔Pre Jurassic, Pay Khoy folding

Uralian folding
✔ Late Permian - major episode of
folding due to the Uralian collision, NWstriking trend
✔ General uplift due to displacement of
the post-salt cover on the evaporite
detachment
✔ Decrease of HC production rate due
to uplift and cooling
Important:
Pre-Late Permian traps are of prime
interest:
✔ They capture the main volumes of HC
✔ Early charged reservoirs may retain
porosity

Pay Khoy folding
✔ Late Triassic - collision in the Pay Khoy, NW-striking trend
✔ New generation of compressional structures
overprinting the Polar Urals trends
✔ Uplift, destruction and remigration of existing HC
accumulations in the northern part of the Polar Urals
foredeep
Reconstruction of the
Pay Khoy displacement in
the Late Triassic bases on
paleomagnetic data

The NW-striking Pay-Khoy
structural trend is
perpendicular to the Polar
Uralian one

Sub parallel seismic
and geological lines

Exploration plays
✔ Main plays:
- closures of the inner folded zone, mainly gas
- traps in the backthrust zone and salt-cored closures in
the NW part of the foredeep, mainly oil
Backthrust play

Inner folded zone

Well 1-Vorg., 2000,
flowed out of control,
oil flow rate- 300-500
t/d

Modified after NP NIC, 2012

Nertseta field
Nertseta field:
the largest oil find
in Russia in 2016,
c. 150 mln bbls
✔ Structure is young , formed
due to the development of the
salt pillow
✔ The Upper Devonian reef is
water-wet, oil is hosted in the
Carboniferous drape
✔ The presence of oil in the
post-migrational structure
suggest high richness of the
petroleum system

Inner folded zone:
opportunities

✔multiple thin-skinned duplexes,
detached reefs, fractured and
resedimented carbonates
✔deeply buried thicker-skinned
thrust-propadated folds, massive
carbonates
✔ discoveries and geochem data:
predominance of gas

Inner folded zone:
complex geological setting, role of new technologies
✔ delamination of sedimentary cover
✔ disharmonic folding

Characterization of fractured reservoir intervals in the
Middle Carboniferous - Lower Permian wackstones
and packstones in oil-saturated subthrust zone with 3D
seismic imaging, FMI, and core.

Backthrust play
✔ high-amplitude structures
✔ evaporitic updip seal
✔ large fetch area

Upper
Ordovician
evaporate

Oil saturated
dolomite, D1

Backthrust play: why did it fail?
✔ several wells (inc. 2-Adak) drilled in the vicinity of the
blowout well, targeted the backthrust play, all failed
✔ Post mortem review:
subtrust traps were destroyed by the Pay Khoy overprint,
oil migrated up dip to the SW
Fault is offsetting
Triassic deposits

Quick Win bias:
the wells were prematurely
positioned close to the gusher
prior to the appropriate
definition of the subthrust trap
Composite 2D line

Backthrust play sweet spot
✔ Backthrust prospect: 3- and 4-dip closures juxtaposed against
thrust with the O3 salt at the base
✔ Trap of early generation: received early charge, reservoirs may
retain much of the primary porosity
✔ Reservoirs: reefs in the D3-P1 section, grainstones of their drapes,
resedimented and fractured carbonates, fluvial & incised valley sands
A

B

Oil sweet spot
✔ The backthrust play is not critically

affected by the younger Pay Khoy structuring
in the southern part of the foredeep
✔ Well tests and geochemical data suggest
the presence of mainly light oil

Secondary porosity: karsification
✔ 3D seismic evidence of large karst sinkholes
✔ Karstification is likely of mesogenetic origin
(Wright & Harris, 2013) ,
✔ Dissolution may enhance reservoir properties

The sinkhole is
present in the
younger overlying
section: late
dissolution

Karstification of the
Lower Carboniferous
carbonate-anhydrite
deposits by aggressive
fluids

Summary
✔ Integrated interpretation of the Polar Urals fold belt
permitted significant upgrade of geological model
✔ New elements:
Multiple delamination, greater shortening
Widespread transspresion
Interplay of Uralian and Pay Khoy structural trends
✔ Large exploration potential
Oil in the backthrust zone, if not overprinted
Gas in the inner folded zone
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